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Identifying strongly onneted substrutures in large networks provides insight into their oarse-
grained organization. Several approahes based on the optimization of a quality funtion, e.g., the
modularity, have been proposed. We present here a multistep extension of the greedy algorithm
(MSG) that allows the merging of more than one pair of ommunities at eah iteration step. The es-
sential idea is to prevent the premature ondensation into few large ommunities. Upon onvergene
of the MSG a simple renement proedure alled vertex mover (VM) is used for reassigning ver-
ties to neighboring ommunities to improve the nal modularity value. With an appropriate hoie
of the step width, the ombined MSG-VM algorithm is able to nd solutions of higher modularity
than those reported previously. The multistep extension does not alter the saling of omputational
ost of the greedy algorithm.
PACS numbers: 89.75.Fb,05.10.−a,89.75.H
I. INTRODUCTION
The networks under study in natural and soial si-
enes often show a natural divisibility into smaller mod-
ules (or ommunities) originating from an inherent,
oarse-grained struture. In general, these modules are
haraterized by an abundane of edges onneting the
verties within individual ommunities in omparison to
the number of edges linking the modules.
To detet these partitions several algorithm- or sore-
based approahes have been developed and applied. Very
popular beame the approah introdued by Girvan and
Newman [1℄ based on the quality funtion alled modu-
larity for partition assessment. This soring funtion
ompares the atual fration of intraommunity edges
with its expetation in the random ase given an iden-
tial degree distribution. The partition with the highest
value of the soring funtion is then onsidered to be the
optimal splitting. The modularity Q is dened (for undi-
reted networks) as
Q =
NC∑
i=1
[
I(i)
L
−
(
di
2L
)2]
with I(i) the weights of all edges linking pairs of verties
in ommunity i, di the sum over all degrees of verties
in module i, L the total weight of all edges, and NC the
number of ommunities.
Intrinsially, the modularity based approah does not
presribe the usage of a partiular optimization proe-
dure. In pratie, a strategy for optimization has to be
hosen. The modularity optimization is a NP-hard prob-
lem [2℄. Therefore, only an exhaustive searh reveals
the optimal solution for a generi network. This type
of searh is extremely demanding and only in a few ases
feasible. Thus, many heuristi approahes suh as ex-
tremal optimization [3℄, simulated annealing [4℄, and the
greedy algorithm [5℄ have been developed, rened, and
suessfully applied. Among the published approahes
the greedy algorithm is one of the fastest tehniques [6℄.
On the other hand, many examples show that the greedy
algorithm is not apable of nding the solutions with the
highest modularity value. Furthermore, reent studies
have provided evidene that modularity [7℄ and Potts
model based approahes [8℄ are endowed with an intrin-
si resolution limit (small modules are not deteted and
amalgamated into bigger ones). Thus, eah ommunity
has to be rened by subduing it as a separate network
to the ommunity detetion algorithm. Therefore, a fast
and aurate optimization tehnique is neessary.
In this artile, we enhane the greedy algorithm by a
multistep feature in ombination with a loal renement
proedure. The enhaned algorithm nds partitions with
higher modularity values than previously reported. This
paper is organized as follows. In Se. II we introdue
both proedures and desribe the motivation for their
onstrution. In addition, we disuss performane ori-
ented implementations and estimate their running times.
Benhmarking results for a set of real-world networks and
a omparison with other published results are presented
in Se. III. The onlusions are in Se. IV. In this paper,
all networks are onsidered as undireted. The extension
to direted networks is straightforward.
II. THE ALGORITHM
A. Multistep Greedy algorithm (MSG)
The lassial greedy algorithm (rst appliation in
Ref. [5℄) joins iteratively the pair of ommunities that
improves modularity most in eah step. The essential
idea of the multistep greedy algorithm (MSG) is to pro-
mote the simultaneous merging of several pairs of om-
munities at eah iteration. The pseudoode of the MSG
algorithm is presented in algorithms 1 and 2, and an illus-
2Eah vertex is a ommunity
Calulate the modularity hange matrix ∆Q
Determine the ommunity degrees di
while pair (i, j) with ∆Qij > 0 exists do
for all element (i, j,∆Qij) in ∆Q matrix, parsed w.r.t.
dereasing ∆Q and inreasing (i, j) do
if
{
∆Qij > 0 in best l values in ∆Q matrix
i and j unchanged in iteration
}
then
MergeCommunities(i,j)
end if
end for
end while
Algorithm 1: Flowhart of the MSG algorithm. The
modularity hange is alulated aording to Eq. (1).
Details of the algorithm are given in algorithm 2.
trative example is given in Fig. 1. The MSG-algorithm
starts with eah vertex separated in its own ommu-
nity. At eah iteration the modularity hange∆Qij upon
merge of eah pair of onneted ommunities (i, j) is al-
ulated (while nononneted pairs are ignored beause
their merging yields a negative modularity hange). The
triplets (i, j,∆Qij) are parsed in the order of dereasing
∆Q-value and inreasing ommunity index. Those om-
munity pairs (i, j) are joined whih fulll the following
two riteria:
1. The modularity hange ∆Qij is within the l most
favorable values (levels) and positive.
2. Touhed-ommunity-exlusion-rule (TCER): Nei-
ther module i nor j is present in another pair in-
duing a higher modularity hange.
Convergene is reahed when all pairwise merges of om-
munities derease modularity (by indution one an prove
that all merges in further iterations would derease mod-
ularity). A level enompasses all triplets (i, j,∆Qij) with
equal ∆Qij-value and the level parameter l is kept on-
stant. By onstrution the level parameter is always
smaller than the number of edges in the network.
The multiple levels promote the onurrent formation
of multiple enters. Simultaneously growing ommunity
enters hinder the ondensation into few large ommuni-
ties (few formed ommunities srape all verties as the
establishment of a new ommunity is too expensive in
modularity) as observed in the lassial greedy algorithm.
The TCER is a seond mean against exessive aggrega-
tion into few large modules. This rule permits the addi-
tion of only one ommunity to an existing ommunity per
algorithm iteration. Furthermore, the TCER guarantees
that the modularity hange upon all performed merges is
just the sum over the orresponding ∆Q elements whih
improves eieny.
B. Implementation details of MSG
The key observation for an eient implementation of
the MSG is the following: Upon merge of ommunities
i and j only those ∆Q-elements onerning either of the
two modules have to be realulated. When the modules
i and j are joined into a new one alled I, the updated
modularity hanges∆QnewIk (module k is onneted either
to ommunity i or j) reads (see Se. II in Ref. [9℄ for
details)
∆QnewIk =


∆Qik +∆Qjk i, j and k pairwise connected
∆Qik −
djdk
2L2
i and k connected, j and k not
∆Qjk −
didk
2L2
j and k connected, i and k not
(1)
with dx the sum over all degrees of verties in ommunity
x = i, j and L the total edge weight.
Further eieny improvements are gained from an ap-
propriate hoie of data strutures. A set (implementa-
tion taken from theC++-STL-library) is a sorted binary
searh tree. In a set individual elements an be found
or inserted in O(log(n)) time (n the number of elements)
and the extremal entries are found in onstant time. The
modularity hanges are stored in the ∆Q matrix imple-
mented as vetor of row strutures. The ith row onsists
of a set with elements (j,∆Qij) (j a module linked to
the ommunity i) ordered aording to the ommunity
index j. This data struture obsoletes a separate stor-
age of the topology information. The extration of the
best l modularity hanges is handled via the level set.
For eah pair of onneted ommunities i and j the el-
ement (min{i, j},max{i, j},∆Qij) is added to the level
set. The level-set elements are sorted with respet to
dereasing ∆Q and inreasing index values. The degree
information is stored in a vetor heneforth named d.
In eah iteration a Boolean vetor alled touhed stores
whether a ommunity has already been modied in the
same round. To save the time to determine the highest
index of a present ommunities, the number of verties
(initial length) is hosen as length of the touhed vetor.
The implementation details of the MSG algorithm are
listed in algorithm 2. The alulation of the ommunity
degrees involves one parse of the edge information. In
the seond parse of the edge information the ∆Q matrix
and the level set is lled. The initial modularity hange
∆Qij upon join of modules (at this stage the verties) i
and j is alulated as (see Se. II in Ref. [9℄ for details)
∆Qij =
I
L
−
didj
2L2
with I the weight of the edges onneting the verties i
and j, dx the degree of vertex x = i, j, and L the total
edge weight. The modularity value of the initial partition
is (N the number of verties)
Q0 = −
N∑
i=1
d2i
4L2
.
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FIG. 1: Eet of dierent values of level parameter during rst MSG-iteration on example network.
Eah vertex is a ommunity
Calulate ommunity degrees d and the ∆Q matrix
Determine the initial modularity Q← Q0 = −
∑n
i=1
d2
i
4L2
level set ← set of ∆Q elements (i, j,∆Qij), sorted with
respet to dereasing ∆Q and inreasing (i, j)
while rst element of level set has ∆Q > 0 do
touched ← (0, . . . , 0) Boolean, N-dimensional vetor
(N = No. verties)
{touchedi = 1, if module i is modied in while-loop}
MP ← subset of level-set elements (i, j,∆Qij) with
∆Qij > 0 and ∆Qij among highest l values
for all elements (i, j,∆Qij) of MP do
if (not touchedi) and (not touchedj) then
while parse ∆Qi. and ∆Qj. onurrently do
∆Qik ←


∆Qik +∆Qjk i, k and j, k are linked
∆Qik −
djdk
2L2
i and k are linked
∆Qjk −
didk
2L2
j and k are linked
∆Qki ← ∆Qik
Update the level set
Update the modularity Q← Q+∆Qik
end while
Empty ∆Qj.
Flag touchedi, touchedj ← 1
Update degrees: di ← di + dj , dj ← 0
end if
end for
end while
Algorithm 2: Performane-oriented implementation of
MSG algorithm. The vetor touhed ontains the
information for the touhed-ommunity-exlusion-rule
(TCER).
The algorithm iteration starts by initializing the touhed
vetor. Subsequently, the Level -set is parsed and all ele-
ments with positive ∆Q value, whose modularity hange
is among the best l (external level parameter) dierent
values, are stored in a set named MP onserving the or-
der of the level set. In this order the module pairs are
merged unless one of them was part of a amalgamation in
the same algorithm iteration. In the merge proess, the
hanged ∆Q matrix elements are alulated as desribed
at the beginning of this paragraph. To determine whih
ase applies in Eq. (1) the fat that eah row of the ∆Q
matrix is ordered with respet to the ommunity index
an be used. More preisely, parse for the merge of mod-
ules i and j the orresponding rows onurrently. For
eah row dene an momentarily onsidered element p. If
the ommunity index of pi is equal to the one of pj, the
rst ase applies and advane both p's to the next element
in the orresponding row. If the index k of pi is lower
than the one of pj alulate the ∆Q
new
Ik element (I the
name of the merged ommunity) aording to the seond
ase and advane (if possible) only pi. If the module in-
dex of pi is larger than the one of pj , proeed analogously.
If one p reahes the end of the row, merge the remaining
elements of the other row aording to the respetive rule.
This proedure will be alled asynhronous parsing in
Se. II C. It is ustomary to update eah ∆Q element
after alulation. To omplete the merge proess it re-
mains to update the ommunity degrees and to ag the
modied ommunities in the touhed vetor.
C. Running time estimation of MSG
As we adopted the modularity hange alulation of
Clauset et al. (Se. II in Ref. [9℄) we an adopt their
method of running time estimation as well. First, we ob-
serve that the update of one element in the ∆Q matrix
and the level set osts in the worst ase O(log(N)) (inser-
tion in set, eah ommunity has at mostN neighbors with
N the number of verties) and O(log(M)) = O(log(N))
running time (the number of distint edgesM is bounded
by the square of the number of verties N2), respetively.
Merging ommunities i and j involves an update of
the ∆Q matrix and the level set for eah element of the
orresponding rows of the ∆Q matrix . The alulation
of eah hanged value an be ahieved in onstant time
as during the asynhronous parsing it is known whether
the other ommunity is linked as well and all other in-
4formation (ommunity degrees) is stored in a vetor.
Thus, the total running time ontribution of one merging
event is O((di + dj) log(N)) with dk the number of edge
starts/ends on verties of ommunity k = i, j. In the
worst ase all ommunities are hanged in one algorithm
round. As the sum over all di values is twie the number
of distint edges, the ontribution of the merging pro-
esses in one algorithm round is at most O(M log(N)).
The other steps of one algorithm round are less on-
sumptive: The extration of pairs belonging to the best
l levels an be performed in onstant time. The same
is true for the update of the degree information. If D
is dened as the depth of the dendrogram of ommuni-
ties, at most D algorithm rounds have to be performed.
Thus, the running time expetation for the iterative part
is O(DM log(N)) whih is idential to the omplexity of
the lassial greedy algorithm [9℄.
The initialization involves the read-in proesses of the
edge information (M onstant time operations), the de-
gree alulation (part of read-in proess), the alulation
of the initial modularity (onstant time operation on N
elements) and nally the generation of the ∆Q matrix
and the level set at osts O(M log(N)) (M insertions in
a set with at most N orM elements, respetively). In the
worst ase the expeted ontribution of the initialization
to the running time is O(M log(N)).
In the preedent paragraphs we have shown that
the MSG greedy algorithm has the total omplexity
O(DM log(N)). Among the published strategies for
modularity optimization the lassial greedy algorithm
[9℄ is the fastest [6℄. As the MSG shares the worst ase
expetation for the running time with the lassial greedy
algorithm, we onlude that the MSG is one of the fastest
proedures for modularity optimization.
D. Vertex mover (VM)
To further improve modularity by adjusting mis-
plaed verties, a renement step alled vertex mover
(VM) is applied upon onvergene of the MSG algorithm.
In priniple, it ould also be applied to other modularity
optimization proedures. In the VM, the list of verties is
parsed in the order of inreasing degree and vertex index
(to resolve the degeneray of multiple verties with equal
degree) and every vertex is reassigned to the neighboring
ommunity with maximal modularity improvement. This
parsing-and-reassignment proedure is repeated until no
modularity improvement is observed.
The VM proedure is similar to the Kernighan-Lin
algorithm [10℄ (applied to modularity optimization in
Ref. [11℄). In ontrast to the Kernighan-Lin algorithm
the VM proedure has a perfetly loal fous. In other
words, instead of repetitively searhing for the optimal
vertex to reassign, the VM proedure parses the verties
in the aforementioned order and identies the optimal
ommunity for the onsidered vertex. Furthermore, eah
reassignment of the VM approah improves modularity.
Therefore, the seletion of the optimal intermediate par-
tition as in the Kernighan-Lin algorithm is not neessary.
E. VM implementation
The modularity hange ∆Q upon reassignment of ver-
tex v from ommunity i to j an be written as
∆Q =
links(v ↔ j)− links(v ↔ i)
L
−
kv
(
dj − di\v
)
2L2
(2)
with kv the degree of vertex v, dj the sum over the de-
grees of all verties in ommunity j, di\v = di − kv the
orresponding degree for ommunity i without vertex v,
and L the total weight of all edges.
The most time onsuming part of the VM is the al-
ulation of the modularity hanges upon reassignment of
the verties. Consequently, Eq. (2) redues this bottle-
nek to the alulation of weight of the edges onneting
the vertex to the neighboring ommunities. The onne-
tivity information of vertex v is stored in a sparse vetor
[i.e., a vetor of elements (u,wvu) with u a vertex linked
to v and wvu the total weight of all edges onneting ver-
ties u and v℄. These rows are stored in a vetor and
form the topology matrix. To determine the total edge
weight onneting vertex v with ommunity j the vth
row is parsed and for eah entry the weight is added to
the subtotal edge weight of the orresponding ommu-
nity. To keep aess times short a N -dimensional vetor
(N the number of verties) is hosen to store the inter-
mediate links(v ↔ j) results. The optimal reassignment
partner for vertex v is the ommunity with smallest index
yielding the maximal modularity improvement.
F. Estimation of VM running time
Calulating the modularity hanges upon reassignment
of one vertex to any neighboring ommunity involves one
parse of its edge list supplemented with diret memory
aess to determine the ommunity aliation and some
onstant time operations for the atual modularity alu-
lation. Therefore, the running time ontribution of one
vertex is proportional to its degree. One algorithm round
requires O(L) = O(
∑
i di) running time. The estimation
of the number of needed iterations is not possible as it
depends on the quality of the MSG result. In all exam-
ples tested by us the running time of the VM was always
at least one order of magnitude smaller and less than one
minute even for the biggest networks under study.
III. RESULTS
A. Test set of networks
For benhmarking algorithms that optimize modular-
ity the networks ommonly used are the ollaboration
5FIG. 2: (Color online) Dependene of MSG modularity value QMSG(l) (blue), MSG-VM modularity value Q
MSG-VM
(l) (blak)
on the level parameter l relative to maximal MSG-VM modularity value Qmax. The previously published result Qpub/Q
max
(dashed green line) is also shown as basis of omparison. The red irles indiate the value of l that yields maximal modularity.
A signiant number of l-values yield higher modularity than the previously published maximal modularity for all but the
smallest two networks, i.e. Zahary (not shown) and College. In the latter, only l = 1 yields a higher modularity than Qpub.
network (oauthorships in ond-mat artiles) [12℄, the
graph of metaboli reations in Caenorhabitis elegans
[13℄, the email network [14℄, the network of mutual trust
(PGP-key signing) [15, 16℄, the onferene graph of ol-
lege football teams [17℄, the network of jazz groups with
ommon musiians [18℄ and the Zahary karate lub ex-
ample [19℄. In addition, we inlude less frequently used
examples suh as the graph of the metaboli reations
in Esherihia oli [20℄, two dierent data set desribing
the protein-protein interations in S. erevisiae (budding
yeast) [21, 22℄ with labels PPI and yeast. To over lin-
guisti appliations we benhmark the word assoiation
network [23℄ and the graph of the o-appearing words
in publiation titles (o)authored by Martin Karplus [24℄
who has the third highest h-fator [25℄ among hemists
[26℄. Further aspets of soial webs were inorporated by
onsidering the graph of ostarring ators in the IMDB
database [27℄. Notieable, the ator network - being the
network with the largest number of edges - serves as a
proof of onept for suh big networks being treatable
as well. From omputer siene we inlude the internet
routing network [28℄ and the graph of World Wide Web
pages [29℄. With this seletion of networks most ur-
rently known appliation elds of networks are overed.
To study the eet of disonneted graphs and weighted
networks, we onsider in both ases the full network as
well as the largest onneted omponent (sux CP)
and the unweighted variant, respetively. Unless stated
otherwise the networks are treated unweighted.
B. Dependene on l and vertex labeling
It is important to investigate the robustness upon the
hoie of l and to determine the highest modularity val-
ues ahievable with the MSG-VM algorithm. There is a
6Network MSG-VM Greedy
Name Ref. Verties Edges lopt Q Time [s] NC Q Time [s] NC
Zahary Karate Club [19℄ 34 78 3 0.398 na 4 0.381 na 3
Metaboli E. oli [20℄ 443 586 6, 8 0.816 na 19 0.811 na 20
College Football [17℄ 115 613 1 0.603 na 8 0.556 na 6
Metaboli C. elegans [13℄ 453 1899 209 0.450 na 8 0.412 na 13
Jazz [18℄ 198 2742 566 0.445 na 4 0.439 na 4
Email [14℄ 1133 5451 56 0.575 na 10 0.503 na 12
Yeast (PPI, CP) [21℄ 2552 7031 35 0.706 na 33 0.675 na 51
M. Karplus [24℄ 1167 13423 91 0.316 na 11 0.264 na 18
PPI-CP S. erevisiae [22℄ 4626 14801 170 0.545 na 24 0.500 na 38
PPI S. erevisiae [22℄ 4713 14846 170 0.546 na 65 0.501 na 81
M. Karplus weighted [24℄ 1167 18991 173 0.320 na 13 0.296 na 11
Internet [28℄ 11174 23409 278 0.625 8 35 0.584 8 49
PGP-key signing [15, 16℄ 10680 24340 44 0.878 2 140 0.849 3 195
Word Assoiation (CP) [23℄ 7204 31783 71 0.541 4 16 0.452 7 52
Word Assoiation [23℄ 7207 31784 97 0.540 3 17 0.465 7 38
Collaboration [12℄ 27519 116181 153 0.748 14 82 0.661 103 381
WWW [29℄ 325729 1117563 3034 0.939 562 674 0.927 7640 2183
Ator [27℄ 82583 3666738 2429 0.543 1722 238 0.470 6288 406
Ator weighted [27℄ 82583 4475520 389 0.536 5099 322 0.480 3541 361
TABLE I: Results on real-world examples. Among all tested level parameters (all positive integers smaller than 5000 or the
number of edges if smaller) the value lopt yields the highest value of Q for the onsidered network. NC is the number of
ommunities found. In most ases, a larger number of ommunities (larger NC) is identied by the lassial greedy than the
MSG-VM extension beause the former partitions the network in few large ommunities and many small ommunities with
less than ten verties (mostly 2 - 20 times more small modules identied by greedy than MSG-VM). The MSG-VM approah
prevents the ondensation into few large modules: The three largest modules ontain between 1.5 and 4 times less verties in
the MSG-VM partition than in the greedy partition (not shown). The running time (on a reent laptop) is reported for a single
run of the algorithm. The entry na indiates that the running time is shorter than 1 s and therefore not displayed. The sux
CP points out that only the largest onneted omponent (the entral part) was onsidered. The aronym PPI stands for
protein-protein interation.
Network QMSG-VMmax Qpub Soure Method
Zahary Karate Club 0.398 0.419 [11℄ [11℄
College Football 0.603 0.601 [17℄ [17℄
Metaboli C. elegans 0.450 0.435 [11℄ [11℄
Jazz 0.445 0.445 [11℄ [3℄
Email 0.575 0.574 [11℄ [3℄
PGP-key signing 0.878 0.855 [11℄ [11℄
Collaboration 0.748 0.723 [11℄ [11℄
TABLE II: Comparison of maximal value of modularity ob-
tained by the MSG-VM algorithm QMSG−VMmax with previously
published results Qpub. The highest published value was ex-
trated from the referened paper (Soure) where it has been
alulated by the Method whose referene is listed in the last
olumn.
minor dependene on the value of l (Fig. 2) whih hanges
the MSG-VM modularity by less than 2 % for large net-
works. Moreover, the maximal modularity is obtained
with l < 300 for 14 of the 19 networks (Table I). An
empirial formula for the optimal hoie of the level pa-
rameter will be presented elsewhere.
Noteworthily, for a labeled graph and a hosen level
parameter the algorithm is deterministi. To assess the
ontribution of the labeling, the benhmarking proedure
is performed also on hundred opies of the smallest ten
networks with permuted vertex labels. This permuta-
tion leaves the topology invariant, but modies the order
in whih the ommunity pairs are onsidered. In om-
parison to the maximal modularity value found for the
unsrambled variants a maximal improvement of 0.94 %
is observed.
C. Performane and running time
The modularity values obtained with the MSG-VM
approah are listed in Table II. For ve of the seven
networks onsidered here the MSG-VM algorithm nds
solutions with modularity higher than previously pub-
lished. Only for the Zahary Karate network the MSG-
VM proedure yields a smaller modularity value. For the
jazz network a solution with the idential Q value is ob-
7tained. For the networks without published modularity
values we ompare the optimal values obtained by the
MSG-VM algorithm with the lassial greedy algorithm
for modularity optimization as introdued by Newman
[5℄ in Table I. We observe that the MSG-VM algorithm
outperforms the original greedy algorithm signiantly.
The running time estimations in Ses. II C and II F are
based on a worst ase senario. To investigate the run-
ning time behavior on real-world examples, we ompare
the running times of the lassial greedy variant and the
MSG-VM algorithm in Table I. These data show that
given the appropriate level parameter hoie the MSG-
VM algorithm is in almost all ases faster than the las-
sial greedy algorithm and, at the same time, reahes a
higher value of modularity.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To prevent premature ondensation into few large om-
munities the greedy algorithm for modularity optimiza-
tion has been extended by a proedure for simultaneous
merging of more than one pair of ommunities at eah
step. Furthermore, this multistep greedy variant has
been ombined with a simple vertex-by-vertex a posteri-
ori renement. On seven networks with previously pub-
lished modularity values the MSG-VM algorithm om-
bination outperforms all other frequently used, generi
tehniques exept for the smallest of the seven examples.
In addition, a single run of the MSG-VM algorithm re-
quires similar omputer time as the greedy algorithm. In
most ases less than 10 independent (i.e., embarrassingly
parallel) runs of MSG-VM are required to obtain a mod-
ularity within 1 % of the highest value beause an empir-
ial formula has been derived for the appropriate hoie
of the optimal step-width. Therefore, the MSG-VM algo-
rithm is an eient tool to nd network partitions with
high modularity [30℄.
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